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WAVE RUN-UP ON REVETMENTS WITH COMPOSITE SLOPES
1
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Abstract
The paper deals with wave run-up on revetments and seadykes with composite
slopes. The presented data were obtained from large scale laboratory tests with
different wave climate characteristics in the " Large Wave Channel " ( GWK ) at
Hannover, Germany. The results are discussed with respect to slope angle
transformation mode to be used in the well-known HUNT-formula.
Introduction
Savety analysis of excisting coastal protection works becomes again more
important due to the world wide increasing of storm surges and the supposed longterm rising of water levels at the coastlines. Within such a savety analysis wave
run-up and overtopping is the most important load factor.
Previous investigations on wave run-up have shown different results using
different verifications of formulae to fit the boundary conditions with complex
cross-sections and with real sea state wave conditions. Thus a research program has
been established, which is focussed on the effects of non-uniform cross-sections and
of real sea state wave characteristics. A part of this research program deals with
cross-sections, which are composed from different uniform slopes. Results from
investigations on run-up with such composed cross-sections are presented in the
following.
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The most convenient formula for calculating wave run-up on gentle smooth
slopes like seadykes and revetments normally have, is the well-known one derived
by HUNT ( 1959 ). Although originally derived for regular waves on a uniforn
slope the tendency of the HUNT-formula also agrees quite well with irregular data.
Usually the HUNT-formula is written in dependence of the breakerindex £
in the following form:
tan a
Rl H = C4 • £ , with
I =
2ir-H

\g-T2
and with

R = run-up
C = coefficient
H = waveheight
T = wave period
a = slope angle (tan a = 1 : JV, with N = slope value )

For using this formula in a savety analysis of dykes and revetments in field
this general form has to be verified as well with respect to the irregular waveheight
and wave period parameters of the real sea state conditions ( see BATTJES, 1974 )
as with respect to the non-uniformly sloped seadyke cross-sections, which mostly
occur in prototype. These verifications lead to different values Cf in dependence of
used irregular wave parameters and/or the mode of slope angle a transformation
for non-uniform cross-sections. In a lot of previous papers such verifications of the
HUNT-formula have been reported, among them a few with data from field and/or
from large scale laboratory tests. For example are those from GRUNE ( 1982 ),
FUHRBOTER et. al. ( 1989 ), SPARBOOM et. al. ( 1990 ), v. d. MEER &
STAM ( 1992 ), d. WAAL & v. d. MEER ( 1992 ), WANG & GRUNE ( 1995 ).
The results shown in this paper will be discussed mainly with respect to the mode
of slope angle transformation for composed slopes.
Only a few suggestions excist for slope angle a transformation approaches
for slopes of composed cross-sections. SAVTLLE ( 1958 ) proposed an equivalent
gradient method, where the equivalent slope is defined by the linear interpolation
between the breakerpoint and the maximum wave run-up on the non-uniform slope.
But this mode is not necessarily representative for all types of non-uniform slopes,
the method was not tested by SAVILLE ( 1958 ) with measurements on convex
slopes. Some field data for composite slopes (1:4 and 1:6 ) have been reported by
GRUNE ( 1982), who found that the influence of slopes occur roughly in the range
between 1.0 H1/3 below and 2.0 H1/3 above stillwaterlevel. A similar suggestion for
an average slope was given by d. WAAL & v. d. MEER ( 1992 ) with a linear
interpolation between the points 1.0 H1/3 below and 1.0 H1/3 above stillwaterlevel
on the dyke surface.
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Test equipment
The data, presented in this paper, are from large scale laboratory tests,
which have been done in the Large Wave Channel (GWK) at Hannover ( GRUNE
& FUHRBOTER, 1976 ). The GWK is a facility of the recently founded Coastal
Research Center "Forschungszentrum Kiiste ( FZK )" , which is a joint institution
both of the University Hannover and the Technical University Braunschweig.
The cross-sections of the revetment used for the tests in the GWK are shown
in Fig. 1. It has a sand core and is covered with asphalt-concrete. The composed
slope consist of two different uniform slopes: a slope of 1:6 in the upper part and
a slope of 1:3 in the lower part. The lower slope 1:3 was varied twice: for one
testseries the slope junction level of both uniform slopes was 3.3 m above bottom,
for the other testseries the slope junction level was 4.5 m above bottom.
Wave run-up was measured with a run-up step gauge ( GRUNE, 1982 ),
which was installed on the upper slope 1:6 for the testseries with the slope junction
level 3.3 m above bottom and on both slopes for the other testseries. The steps of
the run-up gauge had vertical distances of 6.5 cm on the slope 1:6. The waves in
front of the revetment were measured with some wire gauges. The wire gauges had
roughly constant distances between each other and reflexion effects had been
minimized by using the data of four of these gauges. The analog signals from
waves gauges and run-up step gauge were continously digitized with 100 Hz and
storaged by the main processing computer.
\7 SWL=5,0m
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Fig. 1 : Cross-section of the revetment used for large scale tests in the GWK
All tests were conducted with two different water levels ( 4.0 m and 5.0 m
above bottom ), this results in altogether four different testseries with respect to the
vertical distance Dc between still water level SWL and slope junction level
( Dc = 1.7 m, 0.7 m, 0,5 m and - 0,5 m ). Three different types of wave
characteristics were generated: Regular waves, PM - spectra ( narrow banded ) and
field spectra ( wide banded ). The generated field spectra had been measured in
front of similar dyke cross-sections at the german coast during high storm surges.
For each testseries roughly 15 single tests with each of these three different wave
climate types were run. Fig. 2 gives an impression of wave acting on the revetment
during a large scale test in the GWK.
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Fig. 2 : Wave action on the revetment during a test in the GWK
Results
The results presented in this paper will be focussed on the approach of slope
angle transformation with respect to HUNT-formula. All data are refferred to the
mean period Tm from the time domain analysis. In a previous report on the results
from the tests with the berm ( WANG, GRUNE, 1995 ), it was demonstrated, that
the correlation using Tm is quite better than using the peak period Tp. This is due
to the fact, that the estimation of a peak period from the spectral density
distribution of real sea state shallow water waves is of problematic nature and can
create confusion.
The first results to be discussed are from the testseries with regular waves,
where the still water level SWL was 1.7 m above, 0.5 m above and 0.5 m below
the junction level of the two slopes ( Dc = +1.7 m, +0.5 m, and -0.5 m ).
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The measured run-up data R98 are related to the mean regular wave height
and are plotted in Fig. 4 versus the breakerindex £, which is related to three
different slopes separately ( slopes of upper part of 1:6, lower part of 1:3 and
average slope l:Nav). The average slope Nav has been evaluated according to the
mode, given by d. WAAL & v. d. MEER ( 1992 ), and is defined in Fig. 3 (left
hand ). It is clear that due to the mode the data for Nav with Dc = +1.7 m
( waterdepth of 1.7 m above junction level ) are identical with those of the upper
slope 1:6. This means, that the lower slope 1:3 has more or less no influence.
It must be remarked, that the average slope approach by de WAAL and v.
d. MEER was evaluated for irregular waves, but there is no functional difference
for regular waves. On the other hand, because the HUNT formula was originally
evaluated from regular wave run-up data, thus fundamental trends may be
demonstrated firstly with regular wave run-up data.

Fig. 3 : Definition of average slope Nav by de WAAL and v. d. MEER (left hand )
and Definition of slope junction Dc ( right hand )
In the middle plot of Fig. 4 the data with Dc = +0.5 m ( SWL only 0.5 m
above the junction level ) show similar trends and only small differences between
the average slope Nav related data and those for the uniform upper slope 1:6, which
means, that the lower slope 1:3 has only a small influence. Greater differences
occur for the data with Dc = -0.5 m ( SWL 0.5 m below the junction level ). The
average slope data agree much more to the 1:3 slope, but they all are fare away
from a linear dependence with identic gradients.
A new mode for slope angle transformation of two composed uniform slopes
is based on the rather old approach, derived by DROGOSZ-WAWRZYNIAK
( 1965 ) as follows with the definitions shown in Fig. 3 ( right hand ):
2.Dc

N

( N,

)

This formula was modified by the authors in the following manner: the
original factor 2*Dc I Lo, which is a function of position of junction level Dc and
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Fig. 4 : R9S / H versus breakerindex £ for tests with regular waves
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wavelenght Lo, has been extended, so that the new factor is a function of the dyke
geometry in terms of the depth related position of junction level Dc I D and the
deepwater wave steepness H I Lo or the wave period, respectively. Compared to
the average slope approach of d. WAAL and v. d. MEER, this slope approach has
been extended by the wave period:
7*Dc

=•

f l

Dc

H

\

Thus the modified formula is written:
1 _ 1 ,
Nm
N2

f
J

, Dc H. „ , l_
^ D> L0>
^Nx

J_,
N'22

with the following factors
for regular wave climate:
f ( Oc JL) = (1 - Q£) * (7 * (M\o.i _ 4 43

Dc\

for irregular wave climate:
/ (% ^) =2 *e~^ *(3 * (^1)0-2 _1}
with

Z)c
D
H
Lo

= distance between stillwaterlevel and junction level
= waterdepth
= waveheight
= deepwater wave length = g*Tm21 2ir

The high accuracy of this slope angle transformation may be demonstrated
in the best way by the plots in Fig. 5, where the results for waveheight related runup data are plotted versus the deepwater steepnesses HI Lo for the testseries with
regular waves and Dc = +0.5 m ( upper plot) and Dc = -0.5 m ( lower plot).
The full line in Fig. 5 represents the HUNT-formula, using the new approach for
slope angle transformation with \:N = 1:A^„. It is obvious, that the differences to
the measured values are rather small. The two dotted straight lines, marked with
N = 3 and N = 6, represents the original HUNT-formula, using one of the
uniform slopes N = 3 or N = 6 respectively. If one of these slope angle
approaches would be correct, all measured data should fit one of these dotted lines.
The irregular dotted line, marked with N = Nav, which lies between the two others
straight ones, represents the HUNT-formula, using the average slope Nav according
to de WAAL & v. d. MEER. Whereas the agreement for higher wave steepnesses
is quite well, there are considerable differences for lower steepnesses.
The accuracy of the new slope angle transformation also comes out clearly
in Fig. 6, where the measured data are plotted versus the breakerindex f. The
upper plot again is for the data with Dc = +0.5 m and the lower plot for the data
with Dc = -0.5 m. It must be stated, that the measured data agree quite well with
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Fig. 5 : R981 H versus steepness H I Lo for tests with regular waves
the HUNT-formula with the new mode of slope angle transformation, expecially no
range with a constant value has to defined as it is necessary with previous slope
angle transformation modes.
Similar relations were found for the data from the testseries with PM-spectra
and field spectra, using the slope angle transformation mode N = Nsu in the HUNTformula. The measured run-up data R9S I H1/3 from the testseries with PM-spectra
are plotted versus the significant waveheight related deepwater stepnesses H1/3 / Lo
in Fig. 7 for the testseries with Dc = +0.5 m and with Dc = -0.5 m. The
notations for N are the same as used in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6 : R981 H versus breakerindex £ for tests with regular waves
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Fig. 7 : R981 H1/3 versus steepness H1/3 I Lo for tests with PM-spectra
The data from the testseries with field spectra in Fig. 8 indicate similar
relations, but they have a much smaller range of deepwater steepnesses, which is
normal for a wadden sea wave climate.
The same data from Fig. 7 and 8 are plotted versus the breakerindex £ in
Fig. 9 ( PM-spectra ) and 10 ( field spectra ), respectively. As well as for tests
with regular waves the linear correlation of the test data with irregular waves is
much stronger ( PM- and field spectra ), using the new slope approach N = A^„,
in comparison with using the average slope approach. The field spectra in Fig. 10
data scatter a little bit more, but without any distinct trend.
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Fig. 8 : R9SI H1/3 versus steepness H1/3 I Lo for tests with field-spectra
Conclusion
The HUNT-formula has been verified with respect to slope angle
transformation. Data from large scale laboratory tests with regular waves and
irregular waves ( PM-spectra and field spectra ) were used. The wave run-up data
on revetments with composite slopes are well presented with the HUNT-formula,
using a new slope angle transformation, which takes not only the depth related
position of junction point Dc ID but also the wave steepnesses HI Lo into account.
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Fig. 9 : R981 H1/3 versus breakerindex £ for tests with PM-spectra
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Fig. 10 : R9SI H1/3 versus breakerindex £ for tests with field-spectra
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